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Abstract
We present an algorithm to characterize the space of identifiable inertial parameters in system identification of
an articulated robot. The algorithm can be applied to general open-chain kinematic trees ranging from industrial
manipulators to legged robots. It is the first solution for this case that is provably correct and does not rely on
symbolic techniques. The high-level operation of the algorithm is based on a key observation: Undetectable changes
in inertial parameters can be interpreted as sequences of inertial transfers across the joints. Drawing on the
exponential parameterization of rigid-body kinematics, undetectable inertial transfers are analyzed in terms of linear
observability. This analysis can be applied recursively, and lends an overall complexity of O(N) to characterize
parameter identifiability for a system of N bodies. MATLAB source code for the new algorithm is provided.
1 Introduction
A classic problem in robotics is the identification of
inertial parameters (mass, center of mass, and inertia) for
each link of a mechanism. This problem has received
attention through multiple decades, with original work for
identification of manipulators (Atkeson et al. 1986; Khalil
and Bennis 1995; Swevers et al. 1997) seeing extensions
to identification of mobile robots and humans in more
recent applications (Ayusawa et al. 2008, 2010; Ayusawa
and Nakamura 2010; Ayusawa et al. 2014; Jovic et al.
2016). Across domains, an enabling property is that the
inverse dynamics of a rigid-body system are linear in its
inertial parameters. This property has motivated wide use
of simple least-squares methods to identify parameters
from the measurement of joint torques and external forces.
System identification methods have become increas-
ingly important due to the growth of model-based con-
trol in emerging applications of robotics (Bouyarmane
et al. 2012; Righetti et al. 2013; Kuindersma et al. 2015).
Advances in whole-body control of legged robots (Park
and Khatib 2006; Abe et al. 2007; Park et al. 2007;
Sentis et al. 2010; Wensing and Orin 2013, 2015) have
enabled many modern platforms to reason through the
interplay between their motion and required interactions
with the environment. Careful consideration is needed to
respect unidirectional and frictional limitations on these
interaction forces, and this consideration can only be
accomplished by reasoning over dynamic models. More
broadly, control for underactuated systems is sensitive to
model details, which determine coupling between actuated
and underactuated degrees of freedom.
1.1 Previous Work on Identifiability
A common challenge in system identification is that
the full set of model parameters cannot generally be
identified. This phenomena is known as a lack of structural
identifiability (Bellman and Astro¨m 1970). Within inertial
parameter identification for robotics, the linearity of
inverse dynamics with respect to inertial parameters
simplifies analysis of structural identifiability. Certain
linear combinations of the inertial parameters affect
force/torque measurements, while others have no effect
(Atkeson et al. 1986). Thus, the identifiable combinations
formally represent a linear subspace of the full parameters.
The number of identifiable parameters from a given
dataset also depends on the trajectories used for
identification. Roughly, we say that a set of parameters is
not excited in an experiment if they cannot be identified
accurately. To mimic maximal excitation, it is common to
make use of synthetic random data. Given a number of
random samples, numerical SVD or QR decompositions
of a regressor matrix may then be used to characterize the
space of structurally identifiable parameters (Atkeson et al.
1986; Gautier 1991; Gautier and Khalil 1988, 1989). This
approach is practically effective, but its randomized nature
prevents a certificate of correctness.
A parallel aim in the community has been to
develop methods that provably characterize the structurally
identifiable parameter combinations without relying on
assumed maximally exciting input data. To date, advances
have predominantly occurred with symbolic approaches
(Khalil and Bennis 1995; Khalil and Creusot 1997; Khalil
et al. 2014), often carried out via regrouping parameters by
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hand for special cases such as revolute manipulators with
mutually parallel or perpendicular joints (Kawasaki et al.
1991; Mayeda et al. 1990). For the special case of floating-
base systems, Ayusawa et al. (2014) recently provided a
provably-correct method to characterize the identifiable
parameters without requiring symbolic approaches.
A provably correct method to characterize the iden-
tifiable parameter space for more general mechanisms
would provide a fundamental building block for many
related problems within system identification. Methods
to design maximally exciting trajectories (Swevers et al.
1997; Gautier and Khalil 1992; Calafiore et al. 2001;
Jovic et al. 2015) first require knowledge of the dimen-
sion of the structurally identifiable subspace. Methods to
identify robots through instrumental variable techniques
(Janot et al. 2014a,b, 2016) require the use of so-called
base parameters that are intimately linked with identifi-
able parameter combinations. Methods that characterize
uncertainty in the parameter estimates likewise can only do
so through considering uncertainty in the base parameters
(Calafiore and Indri 2000; Ramdani and Poignet 2005).
The fundamental nature of the identifiable parameter sub-
space motivates the potential impact of a provably correct
and general algorithm to accomplish its characterization.
A key contribution here is to show that undetectable
changes in the inertial parameters can be interpreted as
a sequence of inertial transfers across the joints. This
powerful observation was made originally in (Niemeyer
1990) for floating-base systems with revolute and prismatic
joints. It was later independently discovered by Chen et al.
(2002) for 2D (Chen et al. 2002) and 3D (Chen and
Beale 2002) mechanisms, and developed further by Ros
et al. (2012, 2015) and Iriarte et al. (2013). These papers
have provided rules of thumb to characterize minimal
parameters for mechanisms with particular joint types. Our
main technical contribution is to provide a fully-automatic
recursive method that generalizes these insights for fixed-
and floating-base mechanisms with general joints. Our
advances combine spatial vector algebra (Featherstone
2008), the exponential parameterization of kinematics
(Brockett 1984), and controllability/observability from
switched linear systems theory (Sun et al. 2002) in a novel
way to solve this decades-old problem.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the main concepts of the paper at a high level. These
concepts are then developed considering two rigid bodies
connected by a single joint in the case of unrestricted
motion (Sec. 3) and restricted motion (Sec. 4). These
developments then serve as the main building blocks
for a recursive treatment of identifiability in chains of
bodies (Sec. 5). Section 6 provides description of the
Recursive Parameter Nullspace Algorithm (RPNA) for
computation of the unidentifiable parameter combinations
using this theory. Extensions of the basic algorithm to
kinematics trees, multi-DoF joints, and simple closed-
chain systems are provided in Section 7. Results in
Section 8 consider system-level identifiability for classical
industrial manipulators, the PUMA & SCARA, as well
as a mobile robot, the MIT Cheetah 3. As a key
practical takeaway, we illustrate the pitfalls of constrained
identification experiments that have often been used
to identify individual limbs of mobile legged systems.
Concluding comments are provided in Section 9.
2 Concepts
We consider identifying a rigid-body robot with N bodies
whose joint-space dynamics take the standard form
H(q) q¨ + c(q, q˙) + g(q) = τ (1)
with q the configuration variable, H the mass matrix, c and
g the Coriolis and gravity forces, and τ the generalized
force. It is well known that (1) can be expressed linearly in
the inertial parameters pi ∈ R10N of the bodies including
masses, first-mass moments, and rotational inertias:
τ = Y(q, q˙, q¨)pi (2)
where Y is the classical regressor (Atkeson et al. 1986).
Unidentifiable parameters of the system are formally given
by the intersection of an infinite number of nullspaces
N = {pi ∈ R10N |Y(q, q˙, q¨)pi = 0, ∀q, q˙, q¨}
The parameter nullspace N is itself a linear subspace, and
any basis for it will generally consist of combinations of
parameters from multiple bodies. In deriving a basis for
N , we will show that it is enough to consider combinations
of parameters from only two neighboring bodies at a time,
and that these combinations can be constructed to represent
an exchange of inertia between the bodies.
Toward arriving at this result, we consider parameters of
a body as being identified via one of two mechanisms: (1)
via the torque on the preceding joint, or (2) via variations
in how child inertias are viewed by their parent with
changes joint configuration. Intuitively, if a child parameter
maps to the parent in a fixed manner, then the parent will
be unable to distinguish this parameter from its own. In
this case, the child parameter may only be identifiable
in combination with the parent parameters. In contrast, if
a child parameter maps in a variable manner, then these
variations can be used to identify the parameter through
joint torques downstream. Figure 1 illustrates this idea at
a high level, showing two masses attached following a
revolute joint. The inertial properties of mass ma are felt
on the predecessor in a fixed manner with changes in joint
angle. In contrast, the inertial properties of mass mb are
felt by body 1 in a variable way with joint angle.
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Figure 1. Masses ma and mb are rigidly attached to body 2.
The inertial properties of mass ma are felt by body 1 in a fixed
way with changes in angle of the connecting joint, while the
inertial properties of mass mb are felt in a variable way.
s
Inverting these two mechanisms, a parameter does not
add identifiable information if (1) it cannot be sensed via
the preceding joint torque and (2) it maps in a fixed way to
the parent. In this case, numeric values for the parameter
can be assigned to the parent or the child without affect on
the overall dynamics. For instance, the inertial properties
from mass ma in Fig. 1 satisfy both these conditions, and
thus mass ma could be assigned to either body without
affecting the dynamics of the system. This freedom to
exchange ma between bodies captures the conceptual idea
of an inertial transfer across the joint. The combination of
all such undetectable exchanges will be shown to span N .
To analyze the parameter combinations that have no
effect on the dynamics of the system, we will equivalently
consider parameter changes that do not modify the kinetic
or gravitational potential energy∗. To begin, focus will be
placed on the kinetic energy, as simple modifications to
our main developments allow the effects of gravity to be
addressed. Effects of rotational and linear kinetic energy
will be captured together using 6D spatial notation. For
example, the kinetic energy of a single body takes the form
T =
1
2
v>Iv
with v ∈ R6 its spatial velocity and I ∈ R6×6 its spatial
inertia. These spatial quantities are composed as
v =
 ωxωyωz
vx
vy
vz
 I =

Ixx Ixy Ixz 0 −mcz mcy
Ixy Iyy Iyz mcz 0 −mcx
Ixz Iyz Izz −mcy mcx 0
0 mcz −mcy m 0 0
−mcz 0 mcx 0 m 0
mcy −mcx 0 0 0 m

where [ωx, ωy, ωz]> is the angular velocity of a body-
fixed coordinate system, [vx, vy, vz]> the linear velocity of
the origin of that system, m the body mass, [cx, cy, cz]>
the CoM location in body coordinates, and Ixx, Iyy,
etc. the mass moments and products of inertia about the
body coordinate origin. The first moments are abbreviated
as hx = mcx for the x-axis and similarly for the other
axes. Appendix A provides a brief review of spatial
dynamics notation, with Featherstone and Orin (2008) and
Featherstone (2008) providing more detailed background.
 Body 1 Body 2
xˆ1
xˆ2
zˆ1, zˆ2
q
Joint
Figure 2. Example two-body system. Frames 1 and 2 are
rigidly attached to bodies 1 and 2 respectively. The frames
coincide in the case when the joint angle q satisfies q = 0.
3 Two Bodies with Unrestricted Motion
We begin by considering two rigid bodies connected via a
single joint, as in Fig. 2. Coordinate system 1 is rigidly
attached to body 1, and coordinate system 2 is rigidly
attached to body 2. The coordinates coincide when the joint
angle q is zero. Consider a collection of changes in inertias
δI1 and δI2. For these changes to have no effect on the
dynamics, they must not change the kinetic energy
δT =
1
2
v>1 δI1 v1 +
1
2
v>2 δI2 v2 = 0
where v1 and v2 are the spatial velocities of body 1 and
body 2 respectively. These velocities are related via
v2 = X(q) v1 + Φ q˙ (3)
where X is a spatial transform between the coordinate
systems and the vector Φ ∈ R6×1 describes the free
motion for the joint. For instance, for a revolute joint about
zˆ2, Φ = [0 0 1 0 0 0]>.
3.1 Undetectable Changes in Inertia
With the velocity relationship (3), the energy variation δT
can be rewritten as
δT =
1
2
v>1
[
δI1 + X
>(q) δI2 X(q)
]
v1
+
1
2
q˙2 Φ> δI2 Φ + q˙Φ> δI2 X(q) v1
Enforcing δT = 0 is equivalent to requiring
0 = Φ>δI2v2 ∀v2 (4)
0 = v>1
[
δI1 + X
>(q) δI2 X(q)
]
v1 ∀v1, q (5)
The first condition (4) encodes that changes in inertia
δI2 must not change the momentum of body 2, I2v2, as
felt along the joint Φ. Noting that body 2 can experience
any spatial velocity v2 ∈ R6, this condition is equivalent
∗More precisely, we will consider parameter variations that do not modify
the rate of change in gravitational potential energy.
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to requiring
Φ> δI2 = 0 (6)
Similarly, since body 1 can experience any spatial
velocity v1 ∈ R6, (5) is equivalent to requiring
δI1 + X
>(q) δI2 X(q) = 0 ∀q (7)
This sum represents the change in the total inertia of
the two bodies combined. As a result, (7) requires that
the combination of δI1 and δI2 must represent an even
exchange of inertia between the bodies for all joint angles.
We build toward making this requirement mathemati-
cally precise. Considering (7) when q = 0 and X(q) = 16
requires
δI1 = −δI2
which encodes a transfer of inertia between the bodies.
Considering changes in configuration requires
0 =
d
dq
(−X> δI2 X)
= X>[ (Φ×)>δI2 + δI2(Φ×) ] X (8)
via the property
d
dt
X = −(Φq˙)× X
where (v)× ∈ R6×6 gives the spatial cross product matrix.
Since X is full rank, (8) is equivalent to
(Φ×)> δI2 + δI2 (Φ×) = 0 (9)
Physically, (9) enforces that the mapping of δI2 to body 1
must not change with joint angle.
To summarize, for two bodies with unrestricted motion,
undetectable changes in inertia are those representing a
transfer of inertia that does not change with configuration
and does not modify momentum along the joint
δI1 = −δI2 (Transfer) (10)
0 = Φ>δI2 (Momentum) (11)
0 = (Φ×)> δI2 + δI2 (Φ×) (Invariance) (12)
We name these conditions the transfer condition, the
momentum condition, and the invariance condition.
Conditions (11) and (12) are equivalent to (Niemeyer
1990, Eqs. (4.13) and (4.14)). They are also equivalent to
(Ayusawa et al. 2014, Eq. (41)); however, the above form
admits greater physical intuition due to its expression with
respect to inertia matrices instead of inertia parameters.
Returning to the high-level description for how
parameters are identified, the momentum condition (11)
enforces that the changes δI2 must not be detectable via
the local joint torque, where the invariance condition (12)
enforces that the changes δI2 must not be detectable via
how they are mapped to the parent. When (11) and (12)
hold, the parameter changes δI2 map in a fixed way to the
parent, and thus the transfer (10) is undetectable.
3.2 Examples
This subsection provides examples with different joint
types for intuition into the parameter nullspace of a two-
body system. We only consider parameter changes to
body 2, since the corresponding changes to body 1 are
determined with the transfer condition (10).
3.2.1 Revolute Joint: Consider a revolute joint under the
Denavit-Hartenberg convention Φ = [0 0 1 0 0 0]>. In this
case the momentum condition (11) imposes
δIxz = δIyz = δIzz = δhy = δhx = 0 (13)
for the second link. The first three conditions ensure that
angular velocities create no momentum along the axis Φ,
while the last two likewise ensure the same for linear
velocities. This implies that, for the second body, Ixz , Iyz ,
Izz , hy , and hx are identifiable via the joint torque.
Likewise the invariance condition (12) imposes
δhy = δhx = δIxy = δIxz = δIyz = δIxx − δIyy = 0
(14)
to ensure that δI2 maps in a fixed way to the parent.
Physically, these invariance conditions are satisfied for
any mass distribution that is symmetric about the axis of
rotation. Comparing with (13) this implies that Ixy and
Ixx − Iyy are also identifiable, but via changes in the way
these parameters are perceived by the parent.
To satisfy both momentum and invariance considera-
tions, δI2 is left with three degrees of freedom
δm, δhz, δIxx = δIyy
Notation for this third freedom signifies that changes
in Ixx must match those to Iyy. In this example, the
inertia exchange has a physical interpretation. The transfer
freedoms can be thought to represent an exchange of any
infinitely thin rod along the joint axis.
3.2.2 Prismatic Joint: For a prismatic joint with
Φ = [0 0 0 0 0 1]>, the unidentifiable transfers take a
different structure. The momentum condition requires
δm = δhx = δhy = 0
where δm = 0 ensures no change in momentum along
the axis Φ from linear velocities, while δhx = δhy = 0
ensures no momentum along the axis Φ from angular
velocities. This implies m, hx, and hy can be identified
via the joint force along the prismatic actuator.
The invariance condition requires
δm = δhx = δhy = δhz = 0
Relative to the momentum condition, this invariance
consideration implies that hz is also identifiable for the
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parameter as the prismatic joint moves.
Combining these criteria, undetectable inertial transfers
across a prismatic joint have six degrees of freedom,
admitting changes to any of the rotational mass moments of
inertia or mass products of inertia. These inertial transfers
do not have a physical interpretation, but represent any
zero-net-mass exchange that leaves the CoM unaltered.
4 Two Bodies With Motion Restrictions
Similar to the previous case, identifiable parameters of
a body arise from two mechanisms: (1) via how the
the parameters are sensed on the preceding joint, or (2)
via variations in how the parameters map to their parent
body. However, if the parent has motion restrictions,
some of its parameters may be unidentifiable. Thus, for a
child parameter to make use of the second identification
mechanism, variations in the mapping to the parent must
appear on identifiable parameters. Conversely, a child
parameter does not add an identifiable combination if (1)
it cannot be sensed on the preceding joint and (2) all the
variations in its mapping to the parent are unidentifiable.
We develop these conditions mathematically for systems of
two bodies and then work through two simple examples.
4.1 Undetectable Changes in Inertia
In the previous development, body 1 was considered
as experiencing unrestricted movement. This simplified
analysis when reducing the conditions for δT = 0
0 = Φ>2 δI2v2 ∀v2 (15)
0 = v>1
[
δI1 + X
>(q2) δI2 X(q2)
]
v1 ∀v1, q (16)
since v1 and v2 could take any value in R6. Let us
instead consider these conditions in the context of a two-
link manipulator (e.g., as in Fig. 3) where v1 and v2 are
restricted. The spatial velocities of the bodies are given by
v1 = Φ1 q˙1
v2 = X(q2) v1 + Φ2 q˙2
where the transform X(q2) depends on the mechanism.
4.1.1 Simplifying the Momentum Condition (15): The
condition (15) is impractical to verify as written since it
represents an infinite number of constraints. To simplify
this condition, consider the following set, which captures
the span of the attainable velocities for body 2
V2 = span{X(q2)Φ1q˙1 + Φ2q˙2 | q˙1, q˙2, q2 ∈ R}
This set is a subspace of R6 and characterizes the motion
restrictions on body 2.
zˆ1
q1 q2
zˆ2
xˆ1 xˆ2
zˆ1
xˆ1
zˆ2
yˆ2
q1
q2
(a)
(b)
`
`
Figure 3. Two simple RR manipulators
Remark 1. Note that all attainable velocities for body
2 are in V2, but not all elements of V2 are attainable
velocities. All elements of V2 can, however, be expressed
as the linear combination of some attainable velocities.
For the time being, let us suppose a matrix V2 such that
Range(V2) = V2. We will provide methods to compute
such a matrix in the following sections. Using the matrix
V2, (15) is equivalent to
Φ>2 δI2V2 = 0
Physically, this condition encodes that δI2 must not change
the momentum of body 2 felt along the joint Φ2.
4.1.2 Simplifying Condition (16): Similarly, the con-
ditions (16) are impractical to verify as written. In the
spirit of invariance condition from the case of unrestricted
motion, consider the change in how the parent views δI2:
∆1I2(q2) = X
>(q2) δI2 X(q2)− X>(0) δI2 X(0)
The leading superscript on ∆1I2(q2) indicates that this
change is expressed in frame 1. Note that when δI2
satisfies the invariance condition from the previous section,
∆1I2(q2) ≡ 0, indicating that δI2 maps in a fixed way to
the parent.
With this definition, (16) is rewritten as
0 = v>1 ∆
1I2(q2) v1 + v
>
1 δI
′
1 v1 ∀v1, q2 (17)
where δI′1 satisfies
δI1 = δI
′
1 − X>(0) δI2 X(0)
That is, δI1 is formed via a transfer from the child, plus an
additional change δI′1 that must be undetectable itself.
Considering (17) when q2 = 0 requires v>1 δI
′
1v1 = 0,
while considering changes in q2 requires:
d(k)
dq
(k)
2
[
v>1 X
>(q2) δI2 X(q2) v1
]∣∣∣∣∣
q2=0
= 0,
∀k = 1, 2, . . .
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Intuitively, this condition holds when none of the changes
in they way δI2 maps to its parent appear on identifiable
parameters of the parent. The condition for the k-th
derivative is equivalent to requiring:
v>1 X
>(0) δI(k)2 X(0) v1 = 0 (18)
where δI(0)2 = δI2 and
δI
(k+1)
2 = (Φ2×)> δI(k)2 + δI(k)2 (Φ2×)
The matrix δI(k)2 captures the k-th derivative in how δI2
maps to the parent. The invariance condition is equivalent
to the first derivative δI(1)2 satisfying δI
(1)
2 = 0. Each
successive derivative is linear in the previous, and thus,
for all derivatives after k = 10, the condition (18) can
be guaranteed to be redundant via the Cayley-Hamilton
Theorem (Rugh 1996).
4.1.3 Summary: Overall, the unobservable changes to
the parameters of the two-body system must satisfy:
δI1 = δI
′
1 − X>(0) δI2 X(0) (19)
0 = V>2 δI2Φ2 (20)
0 = Φ>1 X
>(0) δI(k)2 X(0) Φ1 = 0, (21)
∀k = 1, . . . , 10
0 = Φ>1 δI
′
1Φ1 (22)
That is, the undetectable changes in parameters consist of
1) a transfer between bodies 1 and 2 (19) that satisfies a
momentum (20) and relaxed invariance (21) condition plus
2) additional changes δI′1 to the parameters of body 1 that
are themselves undetectable (22).
4.2 Examples
We work through these conditions within the context of the
two 2R manipulators shown in Fig. 3.
4.2.1 Simple system with parallel joint axes: The
system in Figure 3(a) is planar and provides a simple first
setting to understand observability constraints. The spatial
velocities of these two bodies and a basis V2 are given by:
v1 =
 00q˙1
0
0
0
 v2 =
 00q˙1+q˙2
`s2q˙1
`c2q˙1
0
 V2 =
 0 0 00 0 01 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0

where c2 = cos(q2) and s2 = sin(q2). Note that the
velocity span for body 2 includes linear velocities in both
the x and y directions, since effects from q˙1 will be in the
xˆ2 or yˆ2 direction depending on the value of q2. We note
that Izz1 is the only inertial parameter for the first body that
affects its kinetic energy and thus, all other parameters are
unidentifiable for body 1.
The momentum condition 0 = V>2 δI2 Φ2 imposes
δIzz2 = δhx2 = δhy2 = 0
That is, under δI2, none of the velocities in V2 can
create angular momentum about zˆ2. As a result, these three
parameters are identifiable via the second joint torque.
The relaxed invariance condition:
Φ>1 X
>(0) δI(k)2 X(0) Φ1 = 0
imposes that δhy2 = 0 when k = 1 and δhx2 = 0 when
k = 2. The constraints are redundant for all k higher. Thus
hy2 and hx2 are identifiable via variations in how they map
to Izz1 .
To understand these restrictions physically, note that the
inertia I2 felt about zˆ1 is given by:
Φ>1 X
> I2 XΦ1 =Izz2 +m2`
2 + 2` hx2c2 − 2` hy2s2
The relaxed invariance conditions ensure that variations in
how δI2 maps to identifiable parameters of body 1 (Izz1 )
must be zero. More specifically, the condition when k = 1
ensures that the first derivative
d
dq2
Φ>1 X
>δI2XΦ1 = −2` δhx2s2 − 2` δhy2c2
is zero at q2 = 0. Likewise, the condition when k = 2
ensures that the second derivative is zero at q2 = 0. It is
also worth noting that m2 is identifiable in combination
with Izz1 , however, since it maps to Izz1 in a fixed way,
m2 is not identifiable by itself.
Comparing to the revolute joint momentum and
invariance conditions (13) and (14) for the floating-
base case, these fixed-base conditions represent a subset.
An inertial transfer in the floating-base case has three
degrees of freedom, while conditions in this case result
in seven transfer degrees of freedom. The first body has
9 unobservable parameters, while the second body has 7
degrees of freedom in its inertia transfer with body 1.
Thus, Overall, the unobservable parameter subspaceN has
dimension 9 + 7 = 16.
4.2.2 Simple system with perpendicular joint axes: For
the system in Fig. 3(b), the velocity of body 2 and its span
can be given by
v2 =

`s2q˙1
`c2q˙1
q˙2
0
0
−`q˙1
 V2 =
 1 0 0 00 1 0 00 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1

In comparison to the previous example system, the span
V2 has an extra column, representing additional motion
freedoms for the second body of this non-planar system.
This example also highlights that not all velocities in the
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the last column of V2 is in the span of attainable velocities,
a pure linear velocity in the zˆ2 direction is not possible.
The first body again only has a single identifiable
parameter Izz1 . Considering a transfer between body 1 and
body 2, the momentum conditions V>2 δI2 Φ2 = 0 enforce
δIxz2 = δIyz2 = δIzz2 = 0 (23)
Similar to the previous case, these conditions impose
that inertial changes to body 2 must not create angular
momentum about zˆ2. However, the change in joint
geometries between the examples provides a different set
of parameters that are identifiable via the second joint
torque in this case.
The relaxed invariance conditions:
Φ>1 X
>(0) δI(k)2 X(0) Φ1 = 0
collectively enforce
δhx2 = δhy2 = δIxx2 − δIyy2 = δIxy2 = 0 (24)
for k = 1, . . . , 4. The conditions are redundant for all
larger k. Again, these conditions ensure that any variations
how in δI2 maps to δIzz1 must be zero. Note that the
rotational inertia of Body 2 about zˆ1 is
Φ>1 X
> I2 XΦ1 = m2`2 + c22Iyy2 + s
2
2Ixx2
+ 2c2s2Ixy2 + 2`c2hx2 − 2`s2hy2
This term staying constant with changes in q2 is equivalent
to (24), and can be deduced from conditions on its first four
derivatives with respect to q2.
Note again, due to motion restrictions, conditions
(23) and (24) represent a subset of those in the free-
floating case (13) and (14) respectively. However, unlike
the previous manipulator with parallel joints, the seven
conditions from (23) and (24) are independent. As a
result, the unobservable transfers across Joint 2 have three
degrees of freedom, which must coincide with those in
the free-floating case. Overall, the unobservable parameter
subspace N has dimension 9 + 3 = 12.
5 Kinematic Chains Of Bodies
This section builds on analysis of the two-body systems to
characterize unobservable inertial parameters for floating-
and fixed-base kinematic chains. We first consider a
floating-base serial chain ofN bodies connected via single-
DoF joints. Extensions to tree-structure systems and multi-
DoF joints are discussed in Section 7.
5.1 Conventions
Bodies are numbered 1 to N from the base to the end of
the chain. Joint i is defined to connect body i− 1 to body i.
The configuration of each joint is noted qi ∈ R.
Body i
Joint i
iXJi
i
Ji
Body i  1
i  1
JiXi 1
Figure 4. Joint coordinate systems. Frame Ji is attached to
Body i− 1 at the joint. Frame i is attached to body i after the
joint. body i is drawn displaced from its actual attachment
location for clarity.
Similar to the previous example, a coordinate frame is
attached to each body. The spatial velocity of body i is
related to its predecessor though
vi =
iXi−1vi−1 + Φi q˙i (25)
As diagrammed in Fig. 4, each joint transformation is
composed as a fixed transformation JiXi−1 across body
i− 1, followed by a joint transformation iXJi(qi)
iXi−1(qi) = iXJi(qi)
JiXi−1 (26)
Frame Ji is selected such that i and Ji coincide when qi =
0 (i.e., JiXi−1 = iXi−1(0)). From (25) it can be shown that
d
dt
iXi−1 = −(Φiq˙i)× iXi−1 (27)
The spatial inertia Ii ∈ R6×6 for each body i is
described with its 10 inertial parameters:
pii = [m,hx, hy, hz, Ixx, Ixy, Ixz, Iyy, Iyz, Izz]
>
Parameters from all bodies are collected as
pi =
[
pi>1 · · · pi>N
]>
(28)
5.2 Floating-Base Systems
The floating-base case ends up being covered by our
the fixed-base theory with multi-DoF joints, so we focus
description on intuition here. Parameter changes are in the
nullspace of the kinetic energy if and only if they are in the
nullspace of the system mass matrix H. For a floating-base
system, the upper triangle of the symmetric mass matrix
can be given by
H =

IC1
2X>1 I
C
2 Φ2 · · · NX>1 ICN ΦN
· Φ>2 IC2 Φ2 · · · Φ>2 NX>2 ICN ΦN
· · . . . ...
· · · Φ>N ICN ΦN
 (29)
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where ICi is the composite rigid-body inertia (Featherstone
and Orin 2008) of the subchain of bodies rooted at body i.†
The transfer conditions from the two-body case
generalize readily to the case of floating-base chains, with a
derivation given in Appendix B. A transfer of inertia across
joint i is undetectable when it satisfies
δIi−1 = −JiX>i−1 δIi JiXi−1 (Transfer) (30)
0 = Φ>i δIi (Momentum) (31)
0 = (Φi×)> δIi + δIi (Φi×) (Invariance) (32)
Intuitively, undetectable transfers in inertia can be chained
through a mechanism. Any local inertial transfer across
joint i satisfying the transfer (30), momentum (31), and
invariance (32) conditions will leave the composite inertia
ICi−1 unchanged. Since only these composite effects appear
within earlier entries of H, any additional undetectable
changes to inertias earlier in the chain δI1, . . . , δIi−1 can
be determined independently. The following theorem states
this observation formally.
Theorem 1. (Parameter Nullspace for a Floating-Base
System). Consider a floating-base system and the
following inertia transfer subspaces for each joint
Ti = {δpi ∈ R10N | δIi−1 = −JiX>i−1 δIi JiXi−1,
0 = Φ>i δIi,
0 =
[
(Φi×)> δIi + δIi (Φi×)
]
,
0 = δIj if j /∈ {i, i− 1}}
for i = 2, . . . , N . The structurally unobservable parameter
subspace N is given by
N =
N⊕
i=2
Ti
where
⊕
denotes the direct sum of vector subspaces.
Remark 2. Although gravity has been neglected thus far,
its effects provide no additional identifiable parameters in
floating-base systems. This result is due to the fact that the
floating base can be accelerated opposite gravity to excite
the same dynamic effects as does gravity itself.
5.3 Fixed-Base Systems
In the fixed-base case we denote the configuration as q =
[q1, . . . , qN ]
>. As derived in Appendix B, for a parameter
transfer across the joint to be unobservable to the kinetic
energy, it must satisfy the following for all q, q˙:
δIi−1 = −JiX>i−1 δIi JiXi−1 (Transfer) (33)
0 = Φ>i δIi vi (Momentum) (34)
0 = Jiv>i−1 ∆
JiIi(qi)
Jivi−1 (Relaxed Invariance) (35)
where Jivi−1 = JiXi−1vi−1 and
∆JiIi(qi) =
(
iX>Ji(qi) δIi
iXJi(qi)− δIi
)
Again, ∆JiIi(qi) intuitively captures changes in how δIi
is viewed by the parent when joint configuration varies.
It is identically zero when δIi satisfies the invariance
condition from the floating-base case. When ∆JiIi(qi) =
0, (33) represents an equal an opposite transfer of inertia
in all configurations. When ∆JiIi(qi) 6= 0, (33) represents
a equal and opposite transfer in the zero configuration,
but has some residual as configuration varies. However,
as long as this residual does not map onto identifiable
parameters for the parent (i.e., (35) holds), the exchange
remains undetectable. Equivalently, (35) enforces that
these variations must not possess kinetic energy under rates
of joints 1 to i− 1.
Similar to the two-body case, consider the span of the
attainable velocities for body i
Vi = span{vi(q, q˙) | q, q˙ ∈ RN}
Given a basis matrix Vi such that Range(Vi) = Vi, the
momentum condition (34) is equivalent to:
V>i δIiΦi = 0
Enforcing the relaxed invariance condition (35) relies on
considering variations in the inertial parameters δpii for
each body. To switch between the matrix and parameter
vector form of the spatial inertia we employ the notation
I(pii) = [pii]
∧ and pii = [I(pii)]∨ (36)
where the wedge ∧ promotes a vector to an inertia matrix,
while the vee ∨ demotes an inertia matrix to a parameter
vector. The spatial inertia is linear in its inertia parameters,
so each of these transformations is a linear operator.
To simplify the relaxed invariance condition, we note
that the kinetic energy of body i is linear in its inertial
parameters. Thus, there exists a function k(·) : R6 → R10
such that
v> [pii ]
∧
v = k(v)>pii
for any v ∈ R6. Consider the span of the vectors k(vi)
over all attainable velocities for body i:
Ki = span{k(vi(q, q˙)) | q, q˙ ∈ RN}
Analogous to Vi, Ki is a vector subspace of R10 and thus
has a finite basis representation. Suppose a matrix Ci such
†It can be observed that identification of the first block row ofH uniquely
determines H in whole. With this in mind, a powerful recent theoretical
result from (Ayusawa et al. 2014, equivalence of Propositions 2 and 3)
may be understood perhaps more directly.
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is given in the next section. For such a matrix, a change
in parameters δpii to body i alone is undetectable via the
kinetic energy if and only if
Ci δpii = 0
It follows that the rows of Ci form a basis for the inertial
parameters of body i that are identifiable themselves or in
combination with the parameters of earlier bodies.
Extending the two-body case (21), the general relaxed
invariance condition (35) can be enforced via
Ci−1
[
JiX>i−1 δI
(k)
i
JiXi−1
]∨
= 0 ∀k = 1, . . . , 10
(37)
which ensures that all changes in how δIi maps to the
parent are on unidentifiable parameters of the parent.
5.3.1 Summary For systems with motion restrictions,
inertia transfers across any joint i are unobservable to the
kinetic energy if they satisfy:
δIi−1 = −JiX>i−1 δIi JiXi−1 (Transfer)
0 = V>i δIiΦi (Momentum)
0 = Ci−1
[
JiX>i−1 δI
(k)
i
JiXi−1
]∨
(Relaxed Inv.)
∀k = 1, . . . , 10
Theorem 2. (Main Result) Consider a fixed-base system
in the absence of gravity, with the following inertia transfer
subspaces for each joint
Ti = {δpi ∈ R10N | δpi0 ∈ R10,
δIi−1 = −JiX>i−1 δIi JiXi−1,
0 = V>i δIi Φi,
0 = Ci−1
[
JiX>i−1 δI
(k)
i
JiXi−1
]∨
∀k = 1, . . . , 10
0 = δIj = 0 if j /∈ {i, i− 1} }
for i = 1, . . . , N . The structurally unobservable parameter
subspace N satisfies
N =
N⊕
i=1
Ti
Proof. The proof follows from induction based on the
derivation in Appendix B.
Remark 3. The above theorem only applies to the
gravity-free case. In fixed-base robots, gravitational forces
provide opportunity to identify additional mechanism
parameters, decreasing the dimensionality of N . The
following section provides a simple method to address
these effects within a recursive algorithm.
Vp(i)
VJi =
JiXp(i)Vp(i)
Vi = [Ctrb( i⇥,VJi)  i]
Attainable Velocity Spans
Range(Vi) =
span{vi(q, q˙) | q, q˙ 2 RN}
Figure 5. Controllability analysis is applied recursively to
obtain a basis Vi for the span of the attainable velocities for
each body, starting with V0 = 06×1.
6 Algorithm
This section considers how to compute bases for the the
attainable velocity spans Vi, kinetic energy descriptors
Ki, and transfer subspaces Ti. Recursive application
of controllability and observability from linear systems
theory plays a key role in computing bases for these sets.
6.1 Velocity Spans
Bases Vi for the velocity spans can be computed starting
from V0 = 06×1 and proceeding outward, as in Fig. 5.
Lemma 1. Suppose a matrix Vi−1 such that Vi−1 =
Range(Vi−1). Let JiVi−1 = JiXi−1Vi−1. Then, the
matrix
Vi =
[
Ctrb
(
(Φi×), JiVi−1
)
Φi
]
(38)
satisfies Vi = Range(Vi), where
Ctrb
(
(Φi×), JiVi−1
)
=
[JiVi−1, (Φi×) JiVi−1, . . . , (Φi×)5 JiVi−1]
is the controllability matrix (Rugh 1996) associated with
the pair
(
(Φi×), JiVi−1
)
.
Proof. See Appendix C.
We denote an output matrix for the momentum condition
that uses these matrices as
C(V,Φ) =
∂
∂δpi
V> [ δpi ]∧Φ (39)
Inertia variations δIi satisfy the momentum condition
V>i δIiΦi = 0 if and only if the corresponding parameter
changes δpii satisfy C(Vi,Φi)δpii = 0.
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6.2 Kinetic Energy Descriptors
We proceed to simplify the relaxed invariance condition
(37) for algorithmic implementation. Consider the matrix
B
(
JiX>i−1
)
=
∂
∂δpii
[
JiX>i−1 [ δpii]
∧ JiXi−1
]∨
that maps parameters to the predecessor. With this matrix,
(37) is equivalent to
Ci−1 B
(
JiX>i−1
) [
δI
(k)
i
]∨
= 0 ∀k = 1, . . . , 10 (40)
For further simplification, note that the derivative operation
δI
(k+1)
i = (Φi×)> δI(k)i + δI(k)i (Φi×)
is linear in δI(k)i . Letting
A(Φi) =
∂
∂δpii
[(Φi×)> [δpii]∧ + [δpii]∧ (Φi×)]∨ (41)
denote the matrix that provides the rate of change
in parameters under joint motions Φi,
[
δI(k)
]∨
=
A(Φi)
k pii. This enables refactoring of (40) as
Ci−1 B
(
JiX>i−1
)
A(Φi)
k δpii = 0 ∀k = 1, . . . , 10
(42)
With these matrices, the kinetic energy descriptors Ci
can be computed recursively, starting from C0 = 01×10,
and propagating outward via the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Suppose a matrix Ci−1 such that Ki−1 =
Range(C>i−1). Then, the matrix
Ci =
[
Obs( Ci−1B
(
JiX>i−1
)
, A(Φi) )
C(Vi,Φi)
]
satisfies Ki = Range(C>i ), where
Obs(Ci−1B
(
JiX>i−1
)
, A(Φi) ) =Ci−1B
(
JiX>i−1
)
A(Φi)
0
...
Ci−1B
(
JiX>i−1
)
A(Φi)
9

is the observability matrix associated with the pair
(Ci−1B
(
JiX>i−1
)
, A(Φi) ).
Proof. See Appendix D.
The observability matrix across joint i is denoted as
Oi = Obs( Ci−1B
(
JiX>i−1
)
, A(Φi) )
Changes satisfying Oiδpii = 0 imply that δpii maps
onto unidentifiable parameters of the parent for all
configurations of the connecting joint. The relaxed
invariance condition (42) can be written as
Oi A(Φi) δpii = 0
which enforces that all changes in how δIi is mapped to the
parent appear on unobservable parameters of the parent.
With these definitions, the transfer subspaces can be
written purely using inertial parameters
Ti = {δpi | δpi0 ∈R10, δpii−1 = −B
(
JiX>i−1
)
δpii,
0 = Ni δpii
0 = δpij if j /∈ {i, i− 1} }
where the nullspace descriptor Ni is given by
Ni =
[
C(Vi,Φi)
Oi A(Φi)
]
In summary, Lemmas 1 and 2 provide the main recursive
steps for computing the transfer subspaces across each
joint, with the nullspace descriptors Ni then characterizing
each set of undetectable transfers Ti.
6.3 Gravity
Within rigid-body dynamics algorithms, effects of gravity
are often addressed by fictitiously accelerating the base
opposite gravity. This trick is applied in the Recursive
Newton-Euler algorithm (Luh et al. 1980) for inverse
dynamics and the articulated-body algorithm for forward
dynamics (Featherstone 2008). The same approach also
works to address gravitational effects for identifiability.
By seeding V0 = 0ag , with 0ag the gravity acceleration
in the world coordinate, the recursive computations of this
section result in modified transfer subspaces Ti that include
gravitational considerations. Intuitively, this modification
corresponds to adding a fictitious prismatic joint aligned
with gravity at the base whose force is not measured.
Appendix E rigorously analyzes the role of gravity on
identifiability and further justifies this simple modification.
6.4 Algorithm Summary
Algorithm 1 provides a compact method to recursively
compute the parameter nullspace descriptors Ni. We name
this method the Recursive Parameter Nullspace Algorithm
(RPNA). As a practical matter, linearly dependent columns
of Vi or linearly dependent rows of Ci can be removed at
any step in the algorithm. A MATLAB implementation of
the RPNA is provided in the supplementary material and
online: https://github.com/pwensing/RPNA.
Remark 4. One might be interested to consider the
nullspace under static experiments. An algorithm for the
nullspace in this case could be obtained by modifying
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Algorithm 1: Recursive Parameter Nullspace Algo-
rithm (RPNA)
1 V0 =
0ag, C0 = 01×10
2 for i = 1, . . . , N do
3 Vi =
[
Ctrb((Φi×), JiXi−1Vi−1) Φi
]
4 Oi = Obs( Ci−1 B
(
JiX>i−1
)
, A(Φi) )
5 Ni =
[
C(Vi,Φi)
Oi A(Φi)
]
6 Ci =
[
C(Vi,Φi)
Oi
]
7 end
8 return Ni , i = 1, . . . , N
line 3 of the RPNA to Vi =
[
Ctrb((Φi×), JiXi−1Vi−1)
]
which intuitively removes local joint velocities from
consideration. See Appendix E for justification.
Remark 5. The RPNA has expressed the unobservable
parameters through a direct sum of local transfers. The
nullspace descriptors Ni can also be used to compute
bases for the system-wide nullspace N and its orthogonal
complement N⊥. Details are provided in Appendix F.
Any basis for N gives the unidentifiable parameter
combinations for the mechanism, while any basis for N⊥
gives identifiable parameter combinations.
7 Extensions
7.1 Tree-Structure Systems
The inertia transfer concept readily generalizes to branched
open-chain rigid-body systems. In branched systems, each
body has a predecessor, denoted p(i), toward the base. The
transfer condition is re-written as
δIp(i) = −JiX>p(i) δIi JiXp(i)
All recursive steps of the RPNA generalize to branched
systems by likewise replacing i− 1 with p(i).
7.2 Multi-DoF Joints
Suppose each joint i has ndi DoFs with free modes:
Φi =
[
φi,1 · · · φi,ndi
]
where each φi,j ∈ R6 is fixed. For a floating-base system,
invariance is generalized for all joint rates by enforcing
0 = (φi,j×)> δIi + δIi (φi,j×) ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , ndi}
The momentum and transfer conditions generalize directly.
For a fixed-base system, additional modifications are
required to accommodate multi-DoF joints. First, the
propagation of the attainable velocity spans must be
generalized. For a single-DoF joint, joint kinematics follow
a linear system (27). In contrast, for a multi-DoF joint:
d
dt
iXJi(qi) ∈ span
(
(φi,1×)iXJi, . . . , (φi,ndi×)
iXJi
)
As a result, the span
span{v | ∃qi,v ∈ Range(iXJi(qi) V)}
can be seen as the smallest set containing Range(V) that
is invariant under each (φi,k×). This set is equivalent
to the controllable subspace of a switched linear system
(Sun et al. 2002) with pairs { ( (φi,k×),V ) }ndik=1. If the
controllability matrix in Lemma 1 is replaced by a matrix
whose range equals the switched controllable subspace of
these pairs, then Lemma 1 holds more generally. Likewise,
observability conditions in Lemma 2 generalize to multi-
DoF joints using observability for switched linear systems.
7.3 Closed Kinematic Loops: Joint Motors
Motor rotors present a simple and common closed
kinematic loop, as any motor at joint i is attached both to
body i− 1 and body i. Toward understanding this case, we
consider a three-body system with a floating base (body 1),
a motor (Body m), and an additional body (body 2).
The mass matrix in for this system is given by
H =
[
IC1
mX>1 Im Φm nR +
2X>1 I2 Φ2
· Φ>m Im Φm n2R + Φ>2 I2 Φ2
]
where nR the gear ratio and the composite inertia
IC1 = I1 +
mX>1 Im
mX1+
2X>1 I2
2X1
Inertia transfer, momentum, and invariance conditions are
generalized respectively as
δI1 = −JmX>1 δIm JmX1− J2X>1 δI2J2X1
0 = JmX>1 δIm Φm nR +
J2X>1 δI2 Φ2 (43)
0 = JmX>1
[
(Φm×)>δIm + δIm(Φm×)
]
JmX1nR
+ J2X>2
[
(Φ2×)>δI2 + δI2(Φ2×)
]
J2X1 (44)
These conditions guarantee that the variation to the first
block row of H is zero. However, unlike the open-chain
floating-base case, a zero variation to the first block row
does not imply a zero variation to H overall. Ensuring
δH22 = 0 requires
0 = Φ>m δIm Φm n
2
R + Φ
>
2 δI2 Φ2 (45)
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which we refer to as the torque condition.
In the common case that motor rotors are rotationally
symmetric, these conditions simplify a great deal. Consider
a motor rotating about its z axis such that Φm =
[0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0]>. Rotational symmetry of the rotor implies
Ixz = Iyz = hx = hy = 0 and Ixx = Iyy . Intuitively,
variations respecting this symmetry satisfy
0 = (Φm×)>δIm + δIm(Φm×)
Thus, the momentum (43), transfer invariance (44), and
torque (45) conditions simplify to
0 = JmX>1 Φm δIzzm nR +
J2X>1 δI2 Φ2 (46)
0 = (Φ2×)>δI2 + δI2(Φ2×)
0 = δIzzm n
2
R + Φ
>
2 δI2 Φ2 (47)
Since δIzzm is the only parameter appearing for the motor,
it can add one additional identifiable parameter at most.
However, there are conditions when the rotor inertia cannot
be identified. The only way (46) and (47) can be satisfied
simultaneously is if
Φ>2
JmX>J2Φm δIzzm nR + Φ
>
2 δI2 Φ2 = 0
δIzzm n
2
R + Φ
>
2 δI2 Φ2 = 0
These equations can be satisfied (and Izzm is not
identifiable) when the gear ratio is unity, Joint 2 is
rotational, and its axis is parallel to the motor axis. Note
that this condition allows the motor to be offset from the
joint. In all other cases, the rotor adds one identifiable
parameter Izzm .
More generally, the fixed-base case requires considera-
tions of motion restrictions to determine whether a single
additional motor parameter is identifiable at each joint. The
mathematics of these generalizations are omitted here, but
are implemented in the attached code.
The main conceptual difference in the fixed-base case
is that the motor inertia is only identifiable if it can be
felt earlier in the chain. For instance, consider the simple
manipulators in Fig. 3 and suppose each motor rotates
along the local zˆi axis. The inertia of the first motor is
not felt earlier in the chain for either mechanism (since
there are no previous joints), and thus it does not add an
identifiable parameter. For the system with parallel joints
in Fig. 3(a), the rotational inertia of second motor about
its axis does contribute rotational inertia about the first
joint axis, and so it adds an identifiable parameter. For the
system with perpendicular joint axes, the rotational inertia
of the second motor rotor does not lead to any rotational
inertia about the first joint axis. Thus neither motor inertia
contributes an identifiable parameter in this case.
8 Results
This section provides verification of the Recursive
Parameter Nullspace (RPNA) for fixed- and floating-base
systems. The RPNA is unique in that it requires only
the structural parameters of the mechanism as its input,
is provably correct, and does not rely on any symbolic
manipulations or assumed exciting input data. We use
numerical approaches such as SVD (Atkeson et al. 1986)
to empirically verify the RPNA output.
8.1 PUMA 560
We first consider the classical industrial manipulator
PUMA 560 shown in Figure 6. Coordinate systems follow
the Denavit-Hartenberg convention as in (Craig 2018). The
mechanism has three joints to position the wrist, followed
by three wrist joints with intersecting orthogonal axes.
Table 1 details the parameter identifiability for this
mechanism. There are three possibilities for each
parameter: identifiable, unidentifiable, and identifiable
in linear combinations only (Atkeson et al. 1986).
Unidentifiable parameters do not affect the measurements
at all. For body i parameter k, this means its corresponding
unit vector eik ∈ R10N satisfies eik ∈ N . Likewise, an
identifiable parameter is one that is uniquely determined
from maximally exciting data, and is characterized
mathematically by eik ∈ N⊥. Remaining parameters
(i.e. those that are not individually identifiable or
unidentifiable) are identifiable in linear combinations with
other parameters only. For instance, while Ixx6 and Iyy6
cannot be identified alone, Ixx6 − Iyy6 can be.
A minimal set of parameters representing identifiable
combinations is indicated with symbols (I) in the table.
With this designation, the total number of stars in any given
column represents the number of identifiable parameter
combinations contributed by that body. The number of
entries without stars for each body indicates the number
of degrees of freedom in the inertia transfer with its
parent. Using the RPNA, the PUMA is found to have 36
identifiable parameter combinations for its bodies. This is
confirmed by previous symbolic approaches (Mayeda et al.
1990; Gautier and Khalil 1990). Additional details on the
identifiable linear combinations can be obtained from the
supplementary MATLAB code.
Motion restrictions play an important role on the
structure of the identifiable parameters for the first
two bodies of the PUMA. The true attainable velocity
spans have sub-maximal dimensions 1 and 3, and have
dimensions 2 and 5 within the algorithm when considering
gravity as a fictitious prismatic joint at the base. All
remaining bodies have full dimension for Vi and Ki.
Despite the motion restrictions on body 2, its undetectable
transfers coincide with that of an unconstrained body. The
mass m2 is unidentifiable since it is not sensed by joint 2,
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xˆ1
yˆ1
zˆ1
xˆ2
zˆ2
yˆ2
zˆ3
xˆ3yˆ3
xˆ4, xˆ5, xˆ6
zˆ4, zˆ6
zˆ5
Figure 6. PUMA 560
1 2 3 4 5 6
m 5 5
mcx 5 I I H H H
mcy 5 H I I I H
mcz 5 5
Ixx 5 I I I I I
Iyy 5
Izz I I I I I H
Iyz 5 H H H H H
Ixz 5 I H H H H
Ixy 5 H I H H H
Im H H H H
dim(Vi) 1 (2) 3 (5) 6 6 6 6
dim(Ki) 1 (1) 6 (8) 10 10 10 10
dim(Ti) 9 3 3 3 3 3
Table 1. PUMA 560 identifiable (H) and unidentifiable (5)
parameters. A minimal parameter set is indicated (I).
Unmarked entries are only identifiable in linear combinations
with I-type parameters. Numbers in parentheses indicate the
dimension of the set within the algorithm when considering
gravitational effects.
and it is mapped into the parent parameter m1, which
is itself unidentifiable. Likewise, mcz2 is not sensed by
torques on joint 2 and maps to parent parameters mcx1
and mcy1 depending on the value of q2. Both of these
parameters of the parent are unidentifiable, and thus so is
mcz2 . With respect to the motor inertias, the first two joints
of the PUMA are perpendicular and thus its first two motor
inertias are not identifiable as in the simple system from
Section 4.2.2.
8.2 SCARA
The second example considered is a SCARA robot
depicted in Fig. 7. The SCARA is a 4-DoF RRPR
manipulator traditionally used in pick and place operations.
xˆ1
zˆ1 zˆ2
yˆ2
xˆ3
zˆ3
zˆ4
xˆ4
Figure 7. SCARA robot and coordinate assignment.
1(R) 2(R) 3(P) 4(R)
m 5 I
mcx 5 I H
mcy 5 I H
mcz 5 5 5 5
Ixx 5 5 5 5
Iyy 5 5 5 5
Izz I I H
Iyz 5 5 5 5
Ixz 5 5 5 5
Ixy 5 5 5 5
Im H H H
dim(Vi) 1 (2) 3 (4) 4 (4) 4 (4)
dim(Ki) 1 (1) 4 (4) 4 (4) 4 (4)
dim(Ti) 9 7 9 7
Table 2. SCARA identifiable (H) and unidentifiable (5)
parameters. A minimal parameter set is indicated (I).
Unmarked entries are only identifiable in linear combinations
with I-type parameters. Numbers in parentheses indicate the
dimension of the set within the algorithm when considering
gravitational effects.
All rotations and translations take place about the local
zˆi axes. Motion restrictions play a key role in parameter
observability for this robot as described in Table 2.
Each of the joints in the SCARA admits more transfer
freedoms than in the floating case. The first two links
of the SCARA resemble the parallel joint example from
Section 4.2.1. As a result, the second revolute joint
admits 7 transfer degrees of freedom and contributes 3
identifiable parameter combinations. Motion restrictions
likewise enlarge the undetectable transfers across the
prismatic joint. While a free-floating prismatic joint admits
6 transfer degrees of freedom, the SCARA prismatic joint
admits 9 transfer degrees of freedom.
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These extra transfer freedoms for the SCARA prismatic
joint can be understood physically from the momentum
and relaxed invariance conditions. The momentum
condition VT3 δI3Φ3 = 0 requires that δI3 must not modify
the linear momentum of body 3 along zˆ3. Motions of joint 3
will create pure linear momentum along zˆ3 with magnitude
m3q˙3, while motions of joints 1 and 2 do not create any
linear momentum in this direction. Thus, the momentum
condition requires δm3 = 0.
It turns out that the relaxed invariance condition (35)
for joint 3 holds without restriction on δI3. Recall that
the relaxed invariance condition considers changes in the
way δI3 maps to parameters of its parent. It holds when
any changes in this mapping with q3 appear only on
the unidentifiable parameters for the parent. Changes in
q3 affect the vertical distribution of mass for body 3
relative to its parent. Yet, any of the parameters affected
by the vertical distribution of mass (i.e., mcz , Ixx, Iyy ,
Ixz , Iyz) are unobservable for body 2. Thus, the relaxed
invariance condition holds without any restriction on δI3.
As a result, transfers between body 2 and body 3 need only
satisfy the momentum condition δm3 = 0, providing 9
transfer freedoms across this joint. Discounting motors, the
mechanism has 32 unobservable parameter combinations
and therefore only 8 identifiable parameter combinations.
This was confirmed empirically through an SVD applied to
random samples of the regressor Y.
8.3 Cheetah 3 Leg
The last example considered is a leg for the MIT Cheetah
3 robot as shown in Figure 8. The full system consists of
four legs and a body with 12 DoFs driven by proprioceptive
actuators (Wensing et al. 2017b). A common approach
is to identify the legs in a procedure separate from the
body (Wensing et al. 2017a; Tournois et al. 2017), with the
legs identified using fixed-base leg swing experiments as
depicted in the figure. We explore whether this common
setup is an appropriate method to fully identify the leg,
finding that in fact, the motion restrictions in the fixed
experiments do not excite all the parameters affecting the
dynamics in the floating-base case.
Table 3 compares the parameter identifiability with the
fixed- vs. floating-base case. Similar to the PUMA and
SCARA examples, the Cheetah 3 leg model possesses
unidentifiable parameters in the fixed-base case. The first
two joints of the Cheetah are orthogonal, similar to the
PUMA. However, unlike the PUMA, the first joint axis
is not aligned with gravity in the test configuration. This
provides additional identifiable parameters for the first link
in comparison to the PUMA. Again, via arguments similar
to the PUMA, the rotational inertia of the rotors on the
first two joints are only identifiable in combination with
the rotational inertia of their associated successor link.
xˆ3
zˆ3
xˆ2yˆ2
xˆ1
zˆ1
Figure 8. Cheetah 3 Leg Coordinates. Table-top experiments
like the one shown are often used to identify leg parameters.
Fixed Free
1 2 3 1 2 3
m 5
mcx H I H H I H
mcy I H H I H H
mcz 5
Ixx 5 I I I I I
Iyy 5
Izz I I H I I H
Iyz 5 H H H H H
Ixz 5 I H H H H
Ixy 5 H H H H H
Im H H H H
dim(Vi) 1 (3) 3 (6) 6 6 6 6
dim(Ki) 1 (3) 6 (9) 10 10 10 10
dim(Ti) 7 3 3 3 3 3
Table 3. Cheetah 3 identifiable (H) and unidentifiable (5)
parameters. A minimal parameter set is indicated (I).
Unmarked entries are only identifiable in linear combinations
with I-type parameters. Numbers in parentheses indicate the
dimension of the set within the algorithm when considering
gravitational effects.
Via comparison, in the floating-base case, the addition of
coupling moments onto the body allows a disambiguation
between theses two effects, as reflected inertia scales with
a factor n2R of the gear ratio nR on the joint, whereas the
associated coupling moments on the body only scale as nR.
To analyze the effects of motion restrictions in a
concrete situation, we consider the case of Cheetah 3
executing a transverse gallop. Ground-truth data is
collected in simulation, shown in Figure 9, and includes the
configuration q, generalized velocity ν ∈ R18, generalized
acceleration ν˙ ∈ R18, and generalized force τ ∈ R18
during this galloping motion. The generalized force
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Fixed-Base Validation Floating-Base Validation
Leg Torques Leg Torques Body Torques Body Forces
Floating-Base ID [0, 0, 0] Nm [0, 0, 0] Nm [0, 0, 0] Nm [0, 0, 0] N
Fixed-Base ID [0, 0, 0] Nm [1.36, 2.28, 0.00] Nm [6.64, 20.23, 4.25] Nm [15.65, 11.00, 59.63] N
Table 4. RMS validation errors on the galloping dataset using fixed-base vs. floating-base identification. Leg torque vector report
ab/ad, hip, and knee residuals. Force and torque residuals are reported in body coordinates with +x forward, +y left, and +z up.
includes effects from both active joint torques as well as
effects from ground reaction forces. Collecting this rich
dataset would generally be impractical, as it would require
precisely calibrated force plates in strategic locations
during galloping. However, measurement of all forces on
the system are necessary to fully identify its dynamics.
We consider two variations of the system identification
setup. In a first variation, all the measured data is used to
determine an estimate pˆi ∈ R250 of the inertial parameters
(13 bodies and 12 rotors total) via solving a least-squares
problem:
min
pˆi
Ns∑
j=1
∥∥∥τ [j] −Y(q[j],ν [j], ν˙ [j]) pˆi∥∥∥2 (48)
where Ns is the number of samples used, and the
superscript (·)[j] indicates the j-th sample of the quantity.
Note that this experiment captures both torques for the legs
at the joints, as well as associated dynamic coupling forces
on the body.
In a second variation, a fixed-base situation is considered
mimicking the table-top setup in Figure 8. For simplicity,
only the front-left (FL) leg is considered. To provide a
fair comparison with the floating-base gallop data set,
the same swing-leg trajectories are employed. Samples of
the front-left leg configuration qFL ∈ R3, velocity νFL =
q˙FL, and acceleration ν˙FL = q¨FL are used with ground-
truth simulation inertial parameters to generate required
joint torques τFL ∈ R3. It is emphasized that this data
is synthetic (i.e., not from physical experiments) in order
to provide a fair comparison between mock table-top and
floating-base identification experiments.
This synthetic table-top data is used to solve for leg
inertial parameters pˆiFL ∈ R60 (3 bodies and 3 rotors) via
a similar least-squares problem.
min
pˆiFL
Ns∑
j=1
∥∥∥τ [j]FL −YFL(q[j]FL,ν [j]FL, ν˙ [j]FL) pˆiFL∥∥∥2 (49)
Due to parameter observability considerations, both (48)
and (49) are degenerate least-squares problems with
multiple solutions. In practice, regularization strategies
are often used with a prior estimate (often from CAD).
Figure 9. Full dynamic simulation of galloping was used to
obtain the identification dataset for the MIT Cheetah 3 model.
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Figure 10. Singular values for identifying leg and body
parameters. A fixed-base experiment enables identification of
17 combinations of parameters for the leg, while the free case
enables identification of 31 parameter combinations for the
leg and body, 21 of which are for the leg only.
To remove any bias from the accuracy of such prior
knowledge, unique solutions pˆi and pˆiFL were obtained
with a pseudo-inverse. Figure 10 shows the singular values
for the portion of the regressor that includes the front left
leg and body parameters in both the fixed and free cases.
The fixed base includes 17 identifiable combinations, while
the free case includes 31 identifiable combinations, 21
of which are for the leg only, and 10 of which include
the floating-base parameters. The provably-correct output
of the RPNA, summarized in Table 3, thus certifies
that these datasets are maximally exciting for both the
fixed- and floating-base cases. Details on the identifiable
combinations for both cases are available by running the
supplementary MATLAB code.
Table 4 shows the validation error in various cases
following identification with these two setups. For
identification with the full floating-base model, validation
errors are zero in both the floating-base and fixed-base
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validation cases. This is intuitively as expected, since the
floating-base dynamics capture a fixed-base constraint as
a special setting. In contrast, the fixed-base identification
only displays favorable generalization when applied to
another fixed-base data set. When the identified leg model
is used within a full floating-base model, validation errors
appear on both the leg torques and on the coupling
forces/torques.
The parameter observability analysis in Table 3 explains
the leg torque errors in the floating-base validation. These
validation errors occur when motions of the body excite
new dynamic effects for the leg that were not captured in
the mock table-top experiments. It is observed that these
motion restrictions are only on the first two links (ab/ad
and hip), while the shank (body 3) experiences unrestricted
motion as signified by dim(V3) = 6 and dim(K3) = 10.
As a result of this full excitation of the shank parameters
in the fixed-base case, the knee joint experiences zero
validation errors when generalizing to the free-base case.
Validation errors for the coupling moments and forces
on the body exhibit comparatively significant errors.
Validation errors for the body forces can be attributed
in part to the fact that the total mass of the leg is
not identifiable from fixed-base identification. Validation
errors for the moments can be attributed in part to the fact
that the rotational inertias of the first two rotors and links
cannot be properly disambiguated without measuring the
reaction moments on the body.
Although it is generally difficult to perform full
floating-base identification, these results highlight the
additional benefits that would be gained from including
6-axis force-torque (FT) measurements from a FT sensor
attached to the base in the table-top experiments. These
measurements would allow coupling forces on the body
to be measured and additional parameters identified. This
insight introduces an interesting scenario not considered
in the current work. How is the structurally identifiable
subspace influenced when FT sensing is available along
axes other than the joints? Similarly, how is structural
identifiability influenced when torque sensing is not
available on some of the joints? The theoretical framework
put forward in this paper presents a viable route to
rigorously answer these and other further questions for
parameter identifiability.
9 Conclusions
This paper has introduced the recursive parameter
nullspace algorithm (RPNA) to compute the inertial
parameter nullspace of a rigid-body system. We have
show that unidentifiable parameter combinations have
an interpretation as representing a sequence of inertial
transfers across the joints. In arriving at this result, we
have transformed the nonlinear parameter observability
problem of determining N into a sequence of classical
linear systems observability problems. Extensions have
been discussed to handle general multi-DoF joint models,
branched kinematic trees, and simple closed loops arising
from geared motors. The results verify the correctness of
the algorithm and illustrate the importance of considering
motion restrictions when designing identification strategies
for mobile systems.
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A Rigid-Body Dynamics Details
Spatial Velocities: The spatial velocity is a 6D velocity
that collects traditional 3D rotational and linear velocities
vi =
[
ωi
vi
]
(50)
where ωi ∈ R3 the angular velocity in body coordinates,
and vi ∈ R3 the linear velocity of the coordinate origin
(given in body coordinates).
Spatial Transform: The 6× 6 matrix iXi−1 is a spatial
transformation matrix that converts spatial velocities in
frame i− 1 to equivalent velocities in frame i:
iXi−1 =
[
iRi−1 0
− iRi−1 S
(
i−1pi
)
iRi−1
]
(51)
where iRi−1 ∈ R3 the rotation matrix from frame i− 1 to
frame i, i−1pi the vector from the origin of frame i− 1
to the origin of frame i, and S(x) ∈ R3×3 is the skew-
symmetric 3D cross-product matrix satisfying S(x)y =
x× y for all x,y ∈ R3.
Spatial Cross Product: The 6× 6 spatial cross product
matrix is given by[
ω
v
]
× =
[
S(ω) 0
S(v) S(ω)
]
Similar to the standard 3D cross product, the spatial cross
product can be used to provide the rate of change in a 6D
quantity due to its expression in moving coordinates.
Spatial Inertia: The spatial Inertia Ii ∈ R6 for body i is
given by
Ii =
[
I¯i miS(ci)
miS(ci)
> mi13
]
with ci ∈ R3 the vector to the CoM of body i in local
coordinates, mi ∈ R+ its mass, and I¯i ∈ R3×3 a standard
3D rotational inertia tensor about the coordinate origin
I¯i =
[
Ixx Ixy Ixz
Ixy Iyy Iyz
Ixz Iyz Izz
]
B Inertia Transfers: Kinematic Chains
Consider the change in kinetic energy:
δT =
1
2
N∑
j=1
v>j δIjvj
Suppose a perturbation δpi such that body i is the largest
numbered body with δIi 6= 0. Then, using (25), the kinetic
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energy variation can be expressed as:
δT =
1
2
i−2∑
j=1
(
v>j δIjvj
)
+
1
2
Φ>i δIiΦiq˙
2
i
+ v>i−1
iX>i−1δIiΦiq˙i
+
1
2
v>i−1
[
δIi−1 + iX>i−1δIi
iXi−1
]
vi−1 (52)
Consider a linear change of variables for δIi−1:
δIi−1 = δI′i−1 − JiX>i−1δIiJiXi−1 (53)
which forms δIi−1 via an inertia transfer from the child
plus an additional change δI′i−1. Under this change of
variables (52) takes the decoupled form:
δT =
1
2
i−2∑
j=1
(
v>j δIjvj
)
+
1
2
v>i−1δI
′
i−1vi−1 (54)
+ v>i−1
iX>i−1δIiΦiq˙i +
1
2
Φ>i δIiΦiq˙
2
i (55)
+
1
2
Jiv>i−1∆
JiIi(qi)
Jivi−1 (56)
where Jivi−1 = JiXi−1vi−1 and ∆JiIi is defined as
∆JiIi(qi) =
(
iX>Ji(qi) δIi
iXJi(qi)− δIi
)
For δT = 0 for all q, q˙, the terms from (55) being zero is
equivalent to
v>i δIiΦi = 0 ∀q, q˙ (57)
while the terms from (56) being zero is equivalent to
0 = Jiv>i−1 ∆
JiIi(qi)
Jivi−1 ∀q, q˙ (58)
Zeroing the remaining terms (54) is equivalent to δT =
0 for modifications, δI1, . . . , δIi−2, δI′i−1 earlier in the
chain.
C Proof of Lemma 1
To prove the lemma in the main text, we begin with a
proposition that to compute the span of velocities that can
be reached after a joint given a span of velocities before it.
Proposition 1. Consider a spatial transform as a function
of a single angle q, denoted X(q). Suppose X(0) = 1 and
further that
∂X(q)
∂q
= −Φ× X(q) (59)
for some Φ ∈ R6×1. Then, for any V ∈ R6×k
span{v | ∃q ∈ R,v ∈ Range(X(q) V)} (60)
= Range( Ctrb( (Φ×), V ) )
where Ctrb( (Φ×), V ) ) gives the controllability matrix
associated with the pair ( (Φ×), V ) ) Rugh (1996).
Proof of Proposition 1. We define
S(Φ,V) = span{X(q)v | v ∈ Range(V)}
and recall, from the Lemma statement, that
d
dq
X(q) = −(Φ×)X(q)
From the definition of the matrix exponential for a linear
system (Rugh 1996):
X(q)V = e−q(Φ×)V
The Cayley-Hamilton theorem then ensures that
S(Φ,V) ⊆ Range ([V, (Φ×)V, . . . , (Φ×)5V])
and thus
S(Φ,V) ⊆ Range( Ctrb((Φ×),V) )
Note, the range of the controllability matrix provides the
smallest (Φ×)-invariant subspace containing Range(V).
Yet, S(Φ,V) is invariant under (Φ×) and contains
Range(V). This proves the reverse containment.
Proof of Lemma 1. The propagation of the attainable
velocity span:
Vi =
[
Ctrb
(
(Φi×), JiXi−1Vi−1
)
Φi
]
follows from Proposition 1 and Eq. (25).
D Proof of Lemma 2
The following proposition is key to proving Lemma 2.
Proposition 2. Consider a spatial transform as a function
of a single angle q, denoted X(q). Suppose X(0) = 1 and
consider Φ ∈ R6×1 such that
∂X(q)
∂q
= −Φ× X(q)
For any C ∈ Rk×10, the following holds
{pi ∈ R10 | C [X>(q) [pi]∧ X(q)]∨ = 0, ∀q ∈ R}
=Null ( Obs ( C, A(Φ) ) )
where Obs ( C, A(Φ) ) is the observability matrix (Rugh
1996) associated with the pair ( C, A(Φ) ).
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Either set characterizes the inertial parameters that
maintain a zero output with respect to C following
transformation across a joint with free modes Φ.
Proof of Proposition 2. Let pi0 ∈ R10 and denote
pi(q) = [ X>(q) [pi0]∧ X(q) ]∨
Using (27), (41), and the fact that X(q) and (Φ×)
commute:
d
dq
pi(q) = − [ (Φ×)> [pi(q)]∧ + [pi(q)]∧ (Φ×) ]∨
= −A(Φ)pi(q)
Linear systems observability results (Rugh 1996) then
guarantee that the following are equivalent
pi0 ∈ Null ( Obs ( C, A(Φ) ) )
⇐⇒ pi(q) ∈ Null(C) ∀q
Proof of Lemma 2. Suppose δIi such that
v>i δIivi = 0 ∀q, q˙
This is equivalent to[
iXi−1vi−1 + Φiq˙i
]>
δIi
[
iXi−1vi−1 + Φiq˙i
]
= 0
for all q, q˙. Expanding terms, this implies
0 = v>i−1
JiX>i−1
iX>Ji(qi)δIi
iXJi(qi)
JiXi−1vi−1 ∀q, q˙
0 = Φ>i δIivi ∀q, q˙
with the first condition equivalent to
0 = Ci−1B
(
JiX>i−1
) [
iX>Ji(qi)δIi
iXJi(qi)
]∨ ∀qi
and the second equivalent to
C(Vi,Φi) δpii = 0
where C(Vi,Φi) is given by (39). Using Proposition 2, it
follows that Ci can be selected as
Ci =
[
Obs( Ci−1B
(
JiX>i−1
)
, A(Φi) )
C(Vi,Φi)
]
E Identifiability from Gravity
Similar to the nullspace for the kinetic energy, variations
ensuring δg = 0 can be formed via sequences of inertia
transfers. The variation δg to the generalized gravitational
force is equal to zero if and only if the rate of change in
potential energy δV˙ = 0. This is given by:
δV˙ = −q˙>g =
N∑
j=1
v>j δIj
jX0
0 ag
Each entry of the sum characterizes a change in the
instantaneous power of the gravitational force on Body j.
We again assume that body i is the largest body with δIi 6=
0, and follow a similar approach to the kinetic energy
nullspace analysis. Following an equivalent derivation to
Appendix B it can be shown that δg = 0 iff
0 = 0a>g
iX>0 δIi Φi (61)
0 = Jiv>i−1 ∆
JiIi(qi)
JiX0
0ag (62)
for all q, q˙, and subsequent changes δI1, . . . , δIi−2, δI′i−1
independently satisfy δg = 0. Similar to before, the substi-
tution introducing δI′i−1 via (53) decouples considerations
of transfers across joint i from transfers earlier in the chain.
Condition (61) motivates the attainable gravity vector
span
Ai = span
{
iX0(q)
0ag | q ∈ RN
}
Analogous to Lemma 1, we seed A0 = 0ag and recursively
apply
Ai = Ctrb( (Φi×), JiXi−1Ai−1 )
which ensures each Range(Ai) = Ai. Intuitively, changes
satisfying A>i δIiΦi = 0 cannot be detected via the
preceding joint torque in static cases.
The second condition (62) can be addressed by
generalizing the propagation of Ci from Lemma 2
to include gravitational effects. This extension can be
accomplished by including the new parameters that are
identified via static torques on each joint:
Ci =
[
Obs( Ci−1B
(
JiX>i−1
)
, A(Φi) )
C([Vi Ai],Φi)
]
Comparing the propagation of Ai and Vi
V0 = 0 Vi =
[
Ctrb
(
(Φi×), JiVi−1
)
Φi
]
(63)
A0 =
0ag Ai = Ctrb( (Φi×), JiXi−1Ai−1 ) (64)
a union of these bases V˜i = [Vi, Ai] can be propagated
together in one operation via:
V˜0 =
0ag V˜i =
[
Ctrb
(
(Φi×), JiXi−1V˜i−1
)
Φi
]
(65)
which simply represents a change in seed for V0.
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F Computing the System Parameter
Nullspace
For each body, consider Ri as any full rank matrix such
that Range(Ri) = Null(Ni). With this local nullspace
basis, we construct a block upper-triangular matrix R such
that
Ri,i = Ri
Ri−1,i = −B(JiX>i−1) Ri when i− 1 > 0
and Ri,j = 0 otherwise. Following this construction
Range(R) = N . Similarly, we can use the local nullspace
descriptors Ni to determine a basis for N⊥. A system
nullspace descriptor N is constructed as an upper-
triangular block matrix satisfying
Ni,i = Ni
Ni,j = Ni,j−1B(JjX>j−1) ∀j < i
and Ni,j = 0 otherwise. Following this construction,
Null(N) = N and thus, Range(N>) = N⊥. The signif-
icance of this property is that each row of N describes a
linear combination of parameters that can be identified.
The row-reduced-echelon form of N allows identifiable
parameters (individually or through regroupings) to be
plainly discerned.
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